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On Shortest Linear Recurrencesy
GRAHAM H. NORTONz
Algebraic Coding Research Group, Centre for Communications Research,
University of Bristol, U.K.
This is an expository account of a constructive theorem on the shortest linear recurrences
of a flnite sequence over an arbitrary integral domain R. A generalization of rational
approximation, which we call \realization", plays a key role throughout the paper.
We also give the associated \minimal realization" algorithm, which has a simple con-
trol structure and is division-free. It is easy to show that the number of R-multiplications
required is O(n2), where n is the length of the input sequence.
Our approach is algebraic and independent of any particular application. We view a
linear recurring sequence as a torsion element in a natural R[X]-module. The standard
R[X]-module of Laurent polynomials over R underlies our approach to flnite sequences.
The prerequisites are nominal and we use short Fibonacci sequences as running examples.
c° 1999 Academic Press
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1. Introduction
The problem of flnding a shortest linear recurrence satisfled by a given flnite sequence is
important in view of its manifold applications. Before citing some of these, we formulate
the problem as in Massey (1969).
Let K be a fleld and let n be a strictly positive integer. If S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 is a flnite
sequence over K (i.e. Si 2 K for 0 • i • n¡ 1) and l ‚ 0, we say that c = (c0; : : : ; cl) 2
Kl+1 deflnes a linear recurrence of length l for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 if c0 = 1 and
c0Si + ¢ ¢ ¢+ clSi¡l = 0 for l • i • n¡ 1: (1.1)
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We allow l ‚ n and ck = ¢ ¢ ¢ = cl = 0 for some k, 1 • k • l. Then (1; 0; : : : ; 0) 2 Kn+1
(for example) deflnes a linear recurrence of length n for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 as equation (1.1) is
vacuously satisfled. If c 2 Kl+1 deflnes a linear recurrence of length l for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1,
we say that c deflnes a shortest linear recurrence for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 if whenever b 2 Kk+1
deflnes a linear recurrence of length k for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1, we have l • k.
As there is always a linear recurrence (of length at most n) for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1, the
following problem always has a solution:
Problem 1.1. Find a shortest linear recurrence for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 over K.
We can rewrite equation (1.1) as Si = ¡
Pl
j=1 cjSi¡j for l • i • n ¡ 1, where by
the usual convention, a sum over the empty set is zero. Then S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 is said to
be \generated by a linear feedback shift-register (LFSR) of length l ‚ 0 with feedback
coe–cients c1; : : : ; cl", Massey, loc. cit.
The LFSR Synthesis Algorithm, loc. cit. solves Problem 1.1. In fact, Massey simpli-
fled Berlekamp’s method for decoding BCH codes (see Berlekamp (1968, Section 7.3),
\Heuristic solution of the key equation"). See also Trench (1964). The LFSR Synthesis
Algorithm is commonly known as the Berlekamp{Massey Algorithm; see Blahut (1983)
for an exposition of it in terms of LFSRs.
The uniquely deflned length of a shortest linear recurrence for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 is called the
linear complexity of S0; : : : ; Sn¡1. We remark that Massey’s LFSR Synthesis Algorithm
applies to an arbitrary flnite sequence, whereas in Berlekamp’s original decoding algo-
rithm, the given sequence of length 2t is known to have linear complexity at most t, where
t ‚ 1. For some applications of linear complexity to Algebraic Coding Theory, see Matt
and Massey (1980), Massey and Schaub (1988), Du˜r (1992) and Chan and Norton (1995).
The linear complexity of a flnite (binary) sequence is widely used in Cryptography (van
Tilborg, 1988). It is related to continued fractions (Mills, 1975; Welch and Scholz, 1979),
and Pad¶e approximation (Brent et al., 1980). It can be used for data compression (Massey,
1969), for computing growth functions (Brazil, 1993), for solving sparse linear equations
(Wiedemann, 1986), for sparse interpolation (Du˜r and Grabmeier, 1993), is related to
computing canonical binary forms (Du˜r, 1989) and yields a method (attributed to D.H.
Lehmer) for computing composed products of polynomials (Brawley et al., 1999). LFSRs
are known as fllters in Digital Signal Processing, and the Berlekamp{Massey Algorithm
is used to design them (Blahut, 1985). The Berlekamp{Massey Algorithm also solves
the partial realization problem of Control (Mathematical Systems) Theory (Kalman et
al., 1969).
If S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 is a sequence over an integral domain R, we say that c 2 Rl+1 deflnes a
linear recurrence of length l ‚ 0 for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 if c0 6= 0 and equation (1.1) is satisfled.
As above, the following problem always has a solution:
Problem 1.2. Find a shortest linear recurrence for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 over R.
A division-free solution to Problem 1.2 was given in Norton (1995a), which also contains
applications to Linear Algebra, to computing symbolic enumerators (cf. Mason’s rule for
signal-°ow graphs (Mason and Zimmermann, 1960)) and to solving the parametrized par-
tial realization problem of Control Theory. An application to Yule{Walker and Wiener{
Hopf equations appears in Gueret (1996). This theory also applies to a sequence over R
with missing or unknown terms fSi : i 2 Ig; we may regard them as indeterminates and
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the original sequence as being over the integral domain R[Si : i 2 I]. The division-free
algorithm can also be used to conduct experiments on the shortest linear recurrences of
a flnite sequence over R; see e.g. Norton (1995a, Conjecture 3.22).
Here, we have also simplifled the theory developed in Norton (1995a). Our concepts
and proofs are not di–cult, but we have motivated them and given complete details
for expository reasons. The set of sequences over R is an R[X]-module in a natural
way and we view the subset of linear recurring sequences as its torsion submodule. The
standard R[X]-module of Laurent polynomials over R underlies our approach to flnite
sequences over R. In other words, for flnite sequences over R, we exploit R[X¡1; X] with
the subring R[X] acting by multiplication in R[X¡1; X]. Another R[X]-module, R[X]2,
also enters naturally, see Section 7. Thus our approach to Problem 1.1 is algebraic rather
than application-oriented. This paper can be read independently of Berlekamp (1968)
and Massey (1969).
Our iterative algorithm has a simpler control structure than the algorithms
(Berlekamp, 1968, p. 184) and (Massey, 1969), and it is easy to implement and to anal-
yse. Thus, we also address the conceptual vs. practical con°ict (sic) of Berlekamp (1968,
p. vii).
Our algebraic approach extends to the study of multiple sequences (Norton, 1995b,
Section 8). It generalizes to shortest linear recurrences of a flnite sequence over a flnite
chain ring A, e.g. a Galois ring. Our algorithm can be modifled to flnd a minimal-degree
solution of a congruence in A[X] usually solved by the extended Euclidean algorithm
when A is a fleld. See Norton (1999) for details. The generalization to a flnite term-
ordered sequence over R will appear elsewhere.
2. A Reformulation of the Shortest Linear Recurrence Problem
2.1. minimal polynomials of a finite sequence
Suppose c 2 Kl+1 deflnes a linear recurrence of length l for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 over a fleld
K as in Section 1. In (Massey, 1969, Section III), the \connection polynomial" of this
recurrence, viz. c(X) = 1 + c1X + ¢ ¢ ¢+ clX l is deflned, where the connection polynomial
of \the LFSR of length 0" is taken to be c(X) = 1. Thus c0 = 1 and deg c • l.
We will see that ~c(X) =
Pl
i=0 cl¡iX
i 2 K[X] n f0g is more convenient. (Recall that
the reciprocal of f 2 K[X]nf0g is f⁄(X) = Xdeg ff(X¡1). We easily have ~c = X l¡deg cc⁄
and c = (~c)⁄. However, we prefer not to use reciprocals as we are dealing with a linear
problem and it is easy to flnd polynomials f; g with (f + g)⁄ 6= f⁄ + g⁄.)
Now ~c is monic and deg ~c = l. (By a monic polynomial, we always mean a non-zero
polynomial with leading coe–cient 1.) We put ~n = 1 ¡ n • 0 and relabel the given
sequence as
~S0 = S0; ~S¡1 = S1; : : : ; ~S~n = Sn¡1:
If l • n ¡ 1 and we reverse the order of summation in equation (1.1), we see that
equation (1.1) is equivalent to
~c0 ~Sl¡i + ~c1 ~Sl¡i¡1 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ ~cl ~S¡i = 0 for l + ~n • l ¡ i • 0: (2.1)
Set ~S = ~S(X¡1) = ~S0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ ~S~nX ~n. Then the left-hand side of equation (2.1) is (~c ¢ ~S)l¡i,
the (l¡i)th coe–cient of the product ~c¢ ~S. Thus when l • n¡1, equation (1.1) is equivalent
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to
(~c ¢ ~S)j = (~c(X) ¢ ~S(X¡1))j = 0 for ~n+ deg ~c • j • 0: (2.2)
Also, l ‚ n , ~n + deg ~c ‚ 1, so that c satisfles equation (1.1) vacuously ifi ~c satisfles
equation (2.2) vacuously. The previous argument generalizes to an integral domain R if
we replace \c0 = 1" by \c0 6= 0". From now on, R[X]⁄ denotes R[X] n f0g.
Proposition 2.1. Let l ‚ 0 and c 2 Rl+1. Then c deflnes a linear recurrence of length
l for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 ifi ~c 2 R[X]⁄ satisfles equation (2.2) and l = deg ~c.
Equation (2.2) is fundamental to what follows, so we rewrite it for m • 0; f 2 R[X]⁄,
a sequence T0; : : : ; Tm over R and T = T (X¡1) = T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ TmXm:
(f ¢ T )j = (f(X) ¢ T (X¡1))j = 0 for m+ deg f • j • 0: (2.3)
Any f 2 R[X]⁄ of degree 1¡m, e.g. f(X) = X1¡m satisfles equation (2.3) vacuously. So
there is always an f 2 R[X]⁄ which satisfles equation (2.3).
Definition 2.2. Let m • 0 and T0; : : : ; Tm be a sequence over R. We will call a
solution f 2 R[X]⁄ of equation (2.3) a minimal polynomial for T0; : : : ; Tm, written
f 2 Min(T0; : : : ; Tm), if for any g 2 R[X]⁄ which satisfles equation (2.3), deg f • deg g.
Notice that we do not require a minimal polynomial f 2 Min(T0; : : : ; Tm) to be monic
and that deg f • 1¡m. Proposition 2.1 readily yields:
Corollary 2.3. Let l ‚ 0 and c 2 Rl+1. Then c deflnes a shortest linear recurrence of
length l for S0; : : : ; Sn¡1 ifi ~c 2 Min( ~S0; : : : ; ~S~n) and l = deg ~c.
We are now ready to reformulate Problem 1.2:
Problem 2.4. Given m • 0 and T0; : : : ; Tm over R, flnd an f 2 Min(T0; : : : ; Tm).
Example 2.5. We show that ` = `(X) = X2 ¡X ¡ 1 is a minimal polynomial for the
flrst three terms 1,1,2 of the Fibonacci sequence. In the notation of the previous section,
we have S2 ¡ S1 ¡ S0 = 0 i.e. l = 2 = n ¡ 1 and c = (1;¡1;¡1) for equation (1.1). So
the trial solution is ~c = X2 ¡X ¡ 1 = `. Now m = ¡2, m + deg ` = 0 and the zeroth
coe–cient of
` ¢ (1 +X¡1 + 2X¡2) = ¡2X¡2 +X¡1 +X2
vanishes. Thus ` satisfles equation (2.3). It is clear that 1,1,2 does not have linear com-
plexity 0. To see that it cannot have linear complexity 1, consider
(aX + b) ¢ (1 +X¡1 + 2X¡2) = 2bX¡2 + (2a+ b)X¡1 + (a+ b) + aX;
where a 6= 0. If aX + b satisfles equation (2.3), we must have 2a+ b = a+ b = 0, which
contradicts a 6= 0. Thus ` 2 Min(1; 1; 2).
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The reader may wish to show that for any integer k, `+ k(X ¡ 1) 2 Min(1; 1; 2) and
that ` 2 Min(0; 1; 1; 2).
2.2. minimal realizations of a finite sequence
Let m • 0 and T0; : : : ; Tm be a flnite sequence over R as above and put T = T (X¡1) =
T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+TmXm. For f 2 R[X]⁄, it is worthwhile looking at the product f ¢T occurring
in equation (2.3) in more detail. The product is











(f ¢ T )iXi 2 R((X¡1)) (2.4)
i.e. f ¢ T is a Laurent series in X¡1 over R. As in Norton (1995a), the third summand
will appear often and we will use the notation fl(f; T ) for this polynomial product:
fl(f; T ) =
deg fX
i=1
(f ¢ T )iXi 2 XR[X]:
Thus if f satisfles equation (2.3) then f ¢ T ¡ fl(f; T ) = Pm¡1+deg fi=m (f ¢ T )iXi.
At this stage, it is convenient to introduce a common generalization of the order func-
tion R[[X¡1]] ! f¡1g [ f: : : ;¡1; 0g and deg : R[X] ! f¡1g [ f0; 1; : : :g, where ¡1
denotes a symbol satisfying ¡1 < d and ¡1 + d = ¡1 for any integer d. We put
deg 0 = ¡1. (We remark that the zero polynomial then satisfles equation (2.3), but we
are interested in non-zero solutions.)
Definition 2.6. We deflne – : R((X¡1)) ! f¡1g [ f: : : ;¡1; 0; 1; : : :g by –(0) = ¡1
and
–(F ) = maxfi : Fi 6= 0g if F 2 R((X¡1)) n f0g:
Thus –(X¡1 + 1) = 0 and for any integer d, –(F ) • d , Fi = 0 for i ‚ d + 1. As for
the order function and deg, –(F ¢ G) = –(F ) + –(G) and –(F + G) • maxf–(F ); –(G)g
for all F;G 2 R((X¡1)).
Proposition 2.7. Suppose that m • 0, T0; : : : ; Tm is a flnite sequence over R, T =
T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ TmXm and f 2 R[X]⁄. If f satisfles equation (2.3), then –(f ¢ T ¡ fl(f; T )) •
m¡ 1 + deg f . Conversely, if –(f ¢ T ¡ g) • m¡ 1 + deg f for some g 2 XR[X], then f
satisfles equation (2.3) and g = fl(f; T ).
Proof. For the converse, let F = (f ¢ T ¡ g) ¡Pm¡1+deg fi=m (f ¢ T )iXi. The hypothesis
implies that –(F ) • m ¡ 1 + deg f i.e. Fi = 0 for i ‚ m + deg f . On the other hand,
F =
P0
m+deg f (f ¢ T )iXi + fl(f; T ) ¡ g. Thus F = 0 and
P0
i=m+deg f (f ¢ T )iXi = g ¡
fl(f; T ) 2 R[[X¡1]] \XR[X] = f0g. Hence, f satisfles equation (2.3) and g = fl(f; T ).2
The previous proposition allows us to simplify Norton (1995a, Deflnition 2.5) slightly:
Definition 2.8. Let m • 0, T0; : : : ; Tm be a flnite sequence over R and T = T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+
TmX
m. We call (f; fl(f; T )) 2 R[X]⁄ £ XR[X] a realization of T0; : : : ; Tm or say that
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(f; fl(f; T )) realizes T0; : : : ; Tm if –(f ¢T ¡fl(f; T )) • m¡1+deg f . Furthermore, if deg f
is minimal, we call (f; fl(f; T )) a minimal realization (MR) of T0; : : : ; Tm.
For example, if T0; : : : ; Tm is the sequence 0; : : : ; 0; 1 (where there are ¡m zeroes) then
(X1¡m; X) realizes T0; : : : ; Tm and (X2 ¡X ¡ 1; X2) is an MR of 1; 1; 2. We will see in
Proposition 5.3 that (X1¡m; X) is actually an MR of 0; : : : ; 0; 1.
It follows immediately from Proposition 2.7 that f is a minimal polynomial of T0; : : : ;
Tm ifi (f; fl(f; T )) is an MR of T0; : : : ; Tm. Thus to obtain an MR of T0; : : : ; Tm, it su–ces
to flnd a minimal polynomial f and to compute the polynomial product fl(f; T ). It turns
out that our iterative solution of Problem 2.4 extends naturally to computing fl(f; T )
as well, so that we will also obtain an MR of T0; : : : ; Tm iteratively; see Algorithm MR
below. Corollary 2.3 implies that Algorithm MR applies whenever the Berlekamp{Massey
algorithm does.
2.3. rational approximation
We will see that equation (2.3) is intimately related to rational approximation in
R[[X¡1]], where R as usual denotes an integral domain. First we establish when a rational
function g=f belongs to R[[X¡1]]:
Lemma 2.9. If f 2 R[X] is monic, then f is a unit in R[[X¡1]] and if g 2 R[X] satisfles
deg g • deg f , then g=f 2 R[[X¡1]]. In fact, –(g=f) = deg g ¡ deg f .
Proof. Let d = deg f; e = deg g. Firstly, if f is monic, then 1=f 2 X¡dR[[X¡1]]. For




i 2 X¡dR[[X¡1]]. Thus if e • d, g=f 2 Xe¡dR[[X¡1]] µ R[[X¡1]]. Finally,
d+ –(g=f) = e since f ¢ (g=f) = g, which yields –(g=f) since d 6= ¡1.2
Definition 2.10. Let f be monic and deg g • deg f . We say that the rational function
g=f is a rational approximation of T = T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ TmXm if Ti = (g=f)i for m • i • 0.
Proposition 2.11. Let f be monic and T = T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + TmXm. Then fl(f; T )=f is a
rational approximation of T ifi (f; fl(f; T )) realizes T0; : : : ; Tm.
Proof. From Lemma 2.9, we have Ti = (g=f)i for m • i • 0 , (T ¡ g=f)i = 0 for
m • i • 0, –(T¡g=f) • m¡1, –(fT¡g) • m¡1+deg f since for F;G 2 R((X¡1)),
–(F ¢G) = –(F ) + –(G).2
Combining the results so far, we deduce:
Proposition 2.12. Suppose that m • 0, T0; : : : ; Tm is a flnite sequence over R and
T = T (X¡1) = T0 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + TmXm. If f is a monic solution of equation (2.3), then in
R[[X¡1]],
T · fl(f; T )=f (mod Xm¡1): (2.5)
Proof. We know that (f; fl(f; T )) is a realization of T0; : : : ; Tm and that fl(f; T )=f 2
R[[X¡1]] by Lemma 2.9. Hence by Proposition 2.11, –(T ¡ fl(f; T )=f) • m¡ 1 • ¡1 i.e.
T ¡ fl(f; T )=f = F for some F 2 Xm¡1R[[X¡1]].2
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Thus equation (2.3) and rational approximation are intimately related. Over a fleld,
an algorithm which computes a minimal realization (f; fl(f; T )) of a flnite sequence
can be used to compute a (\minimal") rational approximation since f can be made
monic.
3. Sequences and Annihilating Polynomials
We give some basic deflnitions and examples for linear recurring and flnite sequences.
3.1. linear recurring sequences
We continue the conventions of Sections 1 and 2:
P
; = 0, R is a commutative integral
domain with 1 6= 0 and we let f; g; h 2 R[X] denote polynomials with coe–cients from
R. For a set E;E⁄ denotes E n f0g.
It will be convenient to work with the ring R((X¡1)) of Laurent series in X¡1 with
coe–cients from R. For ¡1 < i <1; Fi denotes the ith coe–cient of F 2 R((X¡1)) and
a typical element of R((X¡1)) is F =
P
i•d FiX
i for some integer d < 1. Both R[X]
and R[[X¡1]] are subrings of R((X¡1)) and R[X] acts on R((X¡1)) in the standard way
(by multiplication in R((X¡1)); we let ¢ denote this multiplication).
Let Seq(R) denote the (additive) Abelian group of (negatively-indexed) inflnite se-
quences over R i.e. functions f: : : ;¡1; 0g ! R. The value of S 2 Seq(R) at i • 0 is
written as Si. Thus for S; T 2 Seq(R), Si; Ti 2 R and (S + T )i = Si + Ti for all i • 0.
The generating function of S 2 Seq(R) is ¡(S) = Pi•0 SiXi 2 R[[X¡1]].
We deflne – : R[X]£ Seq(R)! Seq(R) by
(f – S)i = (f ¢ ¡(S))i =
deg fX
j=0
fjSi¡j for i • 0:
We always have f ¢ ¡(S) 2 R((X¡1)) and f ¢ ¡(S)¡ ¡(f – S) 2 XR[X].
Proposition 3.1. The mapping – makes Seq(R) into a unitary R[X]-module.
Proof. We verify that for S 2 Seq(R); (f ¢ g) – S = f – (g – S), the other axioms being
trivially satisfled. By linearity, we can assume that f(X) = Xd and g(X) = Xe. If i • 0,
then ((Xd+e) – S)i = Si¡d¡e = (Xe – S)i¡d = (Xd – (Xe – S))i, as required. 2
The annihilator ideal of S 2 Seq(R) is by deflnition Ann(S) = ff :f–S = 0g. A sequence
S will be called linear recurring if it is a torsion element of Seq(R) i.e. if Ann(S) 6= (0).
Clearly f 2 Ann(S) ifi ¡(f – S) = 0 ifi f ¢ ¡(S) 2 XR[X]. Thus if f 2 Ann(S) is monic,
then ¡(S) is the rational function (f ¢ ¡(S))=f 2 R[[X¡1]] by Lemma 2.9.
Let S be a linear recurring sequence. We say that f is a minimal polynomial of S,
written f 2 Min(S), if f 2 Ann(S)⁄ and for any g 2 Ann(S)⁄;deg f • deg g. We will
call the degree of an element of Min(S) the linear complexity of S. Since R is an integral
domain, S has linear complexity 0 ifi S = 0 ifi Ann(S) = R[X].
Example 3.2. Let F denote the Fibonacci sequence 1, 1, 2, 3,. . . , where each term is
the sum of the previous two:
Fi¡2 = Fi¡1 + Fi for i • 0:
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We show that ` = X2 ¡X ¡ 1 2 Min(F). We have







(Fj¡2 ¡Fj¡1 ¡Fj)Xj + F¡1X + F0X2 ¡F0X = X2:
Thus ` 2 Ann(F), as expected.
We now show that ` 2 Min(F). It is clear that the linear complexity of F is at least
1. If for some a; b with a 6= 0; aFi¡1 = bFi for all i • 0, then (aX ¡ b) ¢ ¡(F) = aX as
before, so that (aX ¡ b)X2 = (aX ¡ b)` ¢¡(F) = aX` and aX = 0, which is impossible.
Similarly, if F 0 denotes the Fibonacci sequence 0; 1; 1; 2; : : :, then ` ¢ ¡(F 0) = X, ` 2
Ann(F 0) and ` 2 Min(F 0).
Moreover X2=` is a rational approximation of 1 +X + ¢ ¢ ¢+ FmXm for all m • 0:
–(1 +X + ¢ ¢ ¢+ FmXm ¡X2=`) • m¡ 1 for all m • 0 (3.1)
and likewise
–(X +X2 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ F 0mXm)¡X=`) • m¡ 1 for all m • 0: (3.2)
As noted above, f 2 Ann(S) implies that f ¢¡(S) 2 XR[X]. We give a simple applica-
tion of this fact to impulse response sequences. Recall that if f is monic and d = deg f ‚ 1,
the linear recurring sequence Shfi with Shfii = 0 for 2 ¡ d • i • 0, Shfi1¡d = 1 and
f 2 Ann(S) is called an impulse response sequence; see Lidl and Niederreiter (1983,
p. 402). Clearly –(¡(Shfi)) = 1¡ d and F 0 = Sh`i.
Proposition 3.3. We have Ann(Shfi) = fR[X] and f 2 Min(Shfi).
Proof. Clearly fR[X] µ Ann(Shfi). Conversely, let g 2 Ann(Shfi) and put ¡ = ¡(Shfi).
Then g ¢ ¡ = Xh for some h 2 R[X], and f ¢ ¡ = X from the deflnition of Shfi. Thus
g = (X¡1f ¢ ¡) ¢ g = f ¢ (X¡1g ¢ ¡) = fh. The second assertion follows from the flrst.2
Again, ` 2 Min(F 0). As f is monic and f ¢ ¡(Shfi) = X, 1=f = X¡1¡(Shfi), so that
1=f 2 X¡dR[[X¡1]] and –(1=f) = ¡1 + –(¡(Shfi)) = ¡d, as already seen.
3.2. the set of annihilating polynomials of a finite sequence
For flnite sequences, we will work with the ring R[X¡1; X] of Laurent polynomials with




some integers ¡1 < e; d < 1. The product of f 2 R[X] and F 2 R[X¡1; X] will be
written as f ¢ F .
From now on, the letters m;n always denote m;n • 0. We let Sjm denote a typical
flnite sequence Sjm : fm; : : : ; 0g ! R, with 1 ¡m ‚ 1 terms Si 2 R for m • i • 0 and
last term Sm. For example, Sjm could be Sjfm; : : : ; 0g, the restriction of S 2 Seq(R) to
fm; : : : ; 0g. We write
¡(Sjm) = S0 + ¢ ¢ ¢+ SmXm 2 R[X¡1]
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for the ‘generating polynomial’ of Sjm. We deflne
(f – Sjm)i = (f ¢ ¡(Sjm))i =
deg fX
j=0
fjSi¡j if m+ deg f • i • 0:
When m is understood and m+ deg f • 0, we will write (f – S)i for (f – Sjm)i.
What we have seen so far suggests
Definition 3.4. The set of annihilating polynomials of Sjm is deflned to be
Ann(Sjm) = ff : (f – Sjm)i = 0 for m+ deg f • i • 0g:
For the Fibonacci sequence F ; ` 2 Ann(Fjm) for all m • 0. Two trivial cases are (i)
Sjm is the all-zero sequence ifi 1 2 Ann(Sjm) and (ii) if deg f ‚ 1¡m, then f 2 Ann(Sjm)
as we are summing over an empty index set. It is clear that for any m and S 2 Seq(R),
Ann(S) µ Ann(Sjfm; : : : ; 0g). The reader can easily check:
Proposition 3.5. Ann(Sjm¡ 1) µ Ann(Sjm).
It is straightforward to see that Ann(Sjm) is not an ideal in general. Consider for
example the sequence with S0 = 0; S¡1 = 1 and m = ¡1: X2; X2 ¡ X 2 Ann(Sjm)
(trivially), but their difierence X 62 Ann(Sjm) as (X – Sjm)0 = S0¡1 6= 0. The following
however, will be su–cient for our purposes:
Proposition 3.6. (i) ((f+g)–S)i = (f –S)i+(g–S)i for m+maxfdeg f;deg gg • i • 0
and (ii) ((r ¢Xjf) – S)i = r ¢ (f – S)i¡j for r 2 R; j ‚ 0 and m+ j + deg f • i • 0.
Proof. Straightforward veriflcation.2
Problem 2.4 is now: flnd an f 2 Min(Sjm). It is immediate that if
„(Sj0) =
‰
1 if S0 = 0
X otherwise,
then „(Sj0) 2 Min(Sj0) since zero is the only zero-divisor in R.
Example 3.7. Let m < 0; Si = 0 for m + 1 • i • 0 and Sm 6= 0. Then certainly
1 62 Ann(Sjm), 1 2 Min(Sjm+ 1) and X1¡m 2 Ann(Sjm).
4. Two Constructions of Annihilating Polynomials
We use „(Sj0) as the inductive basis for constructing polynomials in Ann(Sjm). This
induction depends on the non-existence or the existence of previous annihilating polyno-
mials and is treated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Suppose that m < 0; f 2 Ann(Sjm + 1)⁄ and deg f • ¡m. More often than not,
f 62 Ann(Sjm). This is the case precisely when (f –S)m+deg f is non-zero. Thus we deflne
the obstruction Of 2 R by
Of =
n
(f – S)m+deg f if deg f • ¡m
0 otherwise.
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(We conventionally put Of = 0 if deg f > ¡m since f 2 Ann(Sjm) vacuously.) Now for
m < 0 and f 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1)⁄, we have f 2 Ann(Sjm) ifi the obstruction Of vanishes;
Of is called the discrepancy of f in the LFSR literature.
We have already seen an instance of Of in Example 3.7: if Sjm has precisely m + 1
leading zeroes, then 1 62 Ann(Sjm) since O1 = Sm+0 6= 0.
4.1. first steps
We begin with the case S0 6= 0;m < 0 and f 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1)⁄ nAnn(Sjm):
Example 4.1. Suppose that S0 6= 0;m + 1 • 0 and Of = (f – S)m+deg f 6= 0, so that
deg f • ¡m. Since R is commutative,
0 = S0 ¢ Of ¡Of ¢ S0 = S0 ¢ Of ¡ (Of – S)0 = (S0 ¢ f – S)m+deg f ¡ (Of – S)0
= ((S0 ¢X¡m¡deg ff ¡Of) – S)0:
We claim that
h = S0X¡m¡deg ff ¡Of 2 Ann(Sjm):
Certainly h 2 R[X] and deg h = ¡m ‚ 1 since R has no zero-divisors. Also, (h–S)0 = 0 :
(h–S)i = 0 for m+deg h • i • 0. Thus if we began with f 2 Ann(Sjm+1)⁄ nAnn(Sjm),
we have produced an h 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄.
Thus we have used S0 6= 0 and the commutativity of R to construct an annihilating
polynomial for Sjm.
Example 4.2. Consider 1,1,2, the flrst three terms of the Fibonacci sequence F . Cer-
tainly X 2 Ann(1), so we begin with m + 1 = 0 and compute OX = (X – F)¡1+1 =
F¡1 = 1 i.e. X 62 Ann(1; 1). We apply Example 4.1 with m+1 = 0 and f = X, obtaining
h = F0 ¢X1¡deg ff ¡Of = 1 ¢X1¡1X ¡ 1
i.e. X ¡ 1 2 Ann(1; 1).
We continue with m+1 = ¡1 and X¡1:O(X¡1) = ((X¡1)–F)¡2+1 = F¡2¡F¡1 = 1
i.e. X ¡ 1 62 Ann(1; 1; 2). We apply Example 4.1 again with f = X ¡ 1, obtaining
h = F0 ¢X2¡deg ff ¡Of = 1 ¢X2¡1(X ¡ 1)¡ 1 = `
i.e. ` 2 Ann(1; 1; 2).
We now combine and summarise Examples 3.7 and 4.1.
Proposition 4.3. Let m < 0; f 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1). For Of 6= 0 and
h =
‰
X1¡m if deg f = deg„(Sj0) = 0
S0X
¡m¡deg ff ¡Of if deg „(Sj0) = 1,
h 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄.
If m < 0, then Ann(Sjm+ 1) µ Ann(Sj0). Thus if f 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1) and S0 6= 0, then
deg f ‚ 1. Norton (1995a, Theorem 2.11(a), (b)) is the special case f = X ¡ r where
r 2 R⁄ is the \common ratio of Sj(m+1)", S0 6= 0, and f 2 Min(Sjm+1) since deg f = 1.
We will see that h of Proposition 4.3 is a minimal polynomial whenever deg f = 1.
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4.2. second steps
Suppose now that m + 1 < n • 0 for some n, and Of = (f – S)m+deg f 6= 0;Og =
(g – S)n¡1+deg g 6= 0 (so that deg f • ¡m and deg g • 1¡ n). In similar vein,
0 = Og ¢ Of ¡Of ¢ Og = Og ¢ (f – S)m+deg f ¡Of ¢ Og
= ((Og ¢Xd¡deg ff) – S)m+d ¡Of ¢ Og;
where d is any integer satisfying deg f • d • ¡m. If we also choose d ‚ †(g) = ¡m+n¡
1 + deg g, then †(g) + deg g • ¡m; †(g) +m = n¡ 1 + deg g and ((Xd¡†(g)g) – S)m+d =
(g – S)n¡1+deg g = Og. Thus we can rewrite the previous identity as
((Og ¢Xd¡deg ff ¡Of ¢Xd¡†(g)g) – S)m+d = 0:
Note that Og ¢Xd¡deg ff¡Of ¢Xd¡†(g)g 6= 0 since R is an integral domain, for otherwise
d = d¡†(g)+deg g and ¡m+n¡1 = 0, contradicting m+1 < n. Since we are ultimately
interested in minimality, we take the smallest such d i.e. d = maxfdeg f; †(g)g • ¡m.
This discussion motivates our second construction:
Definition 4.4. Let m+ 1 < n • 0; f 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1); g 2 Ann(Sjn) and Of;Og 6= 0.
We deflne †(g) = ¡m+ n¡ 1 + deg g and
[f; g] = Og ¢Xmaxf0;†(g)¡deg fgf ¡Of ¢Xmaxfdeg f¡†(g);0gg 2 R[X]:
We next show that deg[f; g] = maxfdeg f; †(g)g, [f; g] 2 Ann(Sjm + 1) and O[f; g] =
[Og;Of ], a zero commutator. This justifles our use of the [ ; ] notation.
Proposition 4.5. Let m+1 < n • 0; f 2 Ann(Sjm+1); g 2 Ann(Sjn) and Of;Og 6= 0.
Then deg[f; g] = maxfdeg f; †(g)g • ¡m and [f; g] 2 Ann(Sjm).
Proof. Put h = [f; g] and d = maxfdeg f; †(g)g. The degree of the flrst summand of h
is d and the degree of the second is d+m¡ n+ 1 < d and by construction, d • ¡m. We
have already seen that (h – S)m+d = 0 and so we need only check that (h – S)i = 0 for
m+ 1 + d • i • 0. Let †(g) = ¡m+ n¡ 1 + deg g as before. Then for i • 0
(h – S)i = Og ¢ (f – S)i¡d+deg f ¡Of ¢ (g – S)i¡d+†(g):
Now m + 1 + d • i • 0 easily implies that m + 1 + deg f • i ¡ d + deg f • 0 and
n+ deg g = m+ 1 + †(g) • i¡ d+ †(g) • 0, so that (h – S)i = 0 for m+ d • i • 0 and
[f; g] 2 Ann(Sjm).2
Example 4.6. We can now produce ` 2 Ann(0; 1; 1; 2). We begin with 1 2 Ann(0);m+
1 = 0 and O1 = F 0¡1+0 = 1. So 1 62 Ann(0; 1), but X2 2 Ann(0; 1) from Proposition
4.3. We continue with m + 1 = ¡1 and test whether X2 2 Ann(0; 1; 1): OX2 = (X2 –
F 0)¡2+2 = F 0¡2 = 1 i.e. X2 62 Ann(0; 1; 1).
So we apply the [ ; ] construction with (a) m + 1 = ¡1; f = X2;Of = 1 and (b)
n = 0; g = 1 and Og = 1. We have †(g) = ¡m + n ¡ 1 + deg g = 2 + 0 ¡ 1 + 0 = 1
and
[f; g] = Og ¢Xmaxf0;†(g)¡deg fgf ¡Of ¢Xmaxfdeg f¡†(g);0gg
= 1 ¢Xmaxf0;1¡2gX2 ¡ 1 ¢Xmaxf2¡1;0g1 = X2 ¡X:
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Thus X2 ¡X 2 Ann(0; 1; 1). We continue with m+ 1 = ¡2 and test whether X2 ¡X 2
Ann(0; 1; 1; 2): O(X2 ¡ X) = ((X2 ¡ X) – F 0)¡3+2 = Ann(0; 1; 1; 2): O(X2 ¡ X) =
((X2 ¡X) – F 0)¡3+2 = F 0¡3 ¡F 0¡2 = 1. So X2 ¡X 62 Ann(0; 1; 1; 2).
We apply the [ ; ] construction with (a) m + 1 = ¡2; f = X2 ¡ X;Of = 1 and (b)
n = 0; g = 1 and Og = 1. We have †(g)=¡m+ n¡ 1 + deg g=3 + 0¡ 1 + 0=2 and
[f; g] = Og ¢Xmaxf0;†(g)¡deg fgf ¡Of ¢Xmaxfdeg f¡†(g);0gg
= 1 ¢Xmaxf0;2¡2g(X2 ¡X)¡ 1 ¢Xmaxf2¡2;0g1 = `:
Thus we have constructed ` 2 Ann(0; 1; 1; 2).
5. The Minimality of Certain Annihilating Polynomials
We show how certain choices in the inductive constructions of Section 4 lead to minimal
polynomials.
We generically let „(Sjm) (or „m for short) denote a minimal polynomial of Sjm.
Note that deg „n • deg „m • 1¡m if n < m. The linear complexity of Sjm is •(Sjm) =
deg „(Sjm). Then •(Sj0) = 0 if S0 = 0 and •(Sj0) = 1 otherwise. Also, either •(Sjm ¡
1) = •(Sjm) or •(Sjm¡1) > •(Sjm) by Proposition 3.5. We will often abbreviate •(Sjm)
to •m when Sjm is an arbitrary flnite sequence with last term Sm.









deg fl(f; Sjm) • deg f; fl(r; Sjm) = 0 if r 2 R and fl(; Sjm) is R-linear i.e. for any u; v 2 R
fl(uf + vg; Sjm) = ufl(f; Sjm) + vfl(g; Sjm).
We begin by restating equation (2.4) using ¡(Sjm):
Proposition 5.1. f ¢ ¡(Sjm) = F + P0i=m+deg f (f ¢ ¡(Sjm))iXi + fl(f; Sjm) where
–(F ) • m¡ 1 + deg f .
The proof of the following Minimality Lemma is similar in spirit to that of Norton
(1995a, Corollary 3.25), and was partly suggested by Reeds and Sloane (1985, Lemma 1):
Lemma 5.2. (cf. Massey, 1969; Norton, 1995a, Proposition 3.5 and Theorem
3.7) If m < 0 and g 2 Ann(Sjm + 1);Og 6= 0, then for all f 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄;deg f ‚
1¡m¡ deg g.
Proof. We expand h = gfl(f; Sjm)¡ ffl(g; Sjm) 2 XR[X] using Proposition 5.1. Since
f 2 Ann(Sjm); f ¢ ¡(Sjm) = F + fl(f; Sjm) where –(F ) < m+ deg f . Furthermore, now
g 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1) and Og = (g – S)m+deg g imply that
g ¢ ¡(Sjm) = G+Og ¢Xm+deg g + fl(g; Sjm);
where –(G) < m+ deg g. This gives
h = g(f ¢ ¡(Sjm)¡ F )¡ f(g ¢ ¡(Sjm)¡G¡Og ¢Xm+deg g)
= Og ¢Xm+deg gf + fG¡ gF:
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Since –(fG¡ gF ) < m+ deg f + deg g and R is an integral domain, Og ¢ fdeg f 6= 0 is the
non-zero leading coe–cient of h and m+ deg f + deg g = deg h ‚ 1.2
We flrst treat the case •m+1 = •0 by exhibiting polynomials which attain the lower
bound of the previous result, and which are therefore minimal.
Proposition 5.3. Let m < 0 and „m+1 2 Min(Sjm + 1). If deg „m+1 = deg „0,
O„m+1 6= 0 and
„(Sjm) =
‰
X1¡m if deg „0 = 0
S0X
¡m¡1„m+1 ¡O„m+1 if deg „0 = 1,
then deg „(Sjm) = maxfdeg „m+1; 1¡m¡ deg „m+1g and „(Sjm) 2 Min(Sjm).
Proof. We have already seen that „(Sjm) 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄, and deg„m = 1 ¡ m ¡
deg „m+1 = maxfdeg „m+1; 1 ¡ m ¡ deg „m+1g is trivial to verify. Hence by Lemma
5.2, „m 2 Min(Sjm).2
We remark that the flrst case of Proposition 5.3 is valid for any polynomial of degree
1¡m; in Section 7 we will see why X1¡m is a particularly good choice.
It now follows from Proposition 5.3 that X 2 Min(1); X ¡ 1 2 Min(1; 1) and ` 2
Min(1; 1; 2). (Also, since ` 2 Ann(1; 1; 2; 3), ` 2 Min(1; 1; 2; 3).)
We now show how to attain the lower bound when •0 < •m+1. First an important
deflnition (cf. Massey, 1969):
Definition 5.4. If •0 < •m (so that m < 0), we deflne the antecedent fi(Sjm) of •m by
fi(Sjm) = min
m<n•0
fn : •n < •mg:
Consider the sequence 0; 1: we have •(0) = 0 and •(0; 1) = 2 by Proposition 5.3, so
fi(0; 1) = 0. If •(0; 1; 1) = 2, then fi(0; 1; 1) = 0, but if •(0; 1; 1) = 3, then fi(0; 1; 1) = ¡1.
Proposition 5.5. (Cf. Massey, 1969) Suppose that m + 1 < 0; „n 2 Min(Sjn) for
m+1 • n • 0 and O„m+1 6= 0. If •0 < •m+1; a = fi(Sjm+1) and „m = [„m+1; „a], then
deg „m = maxfdeg„m+1; 1¡m¡ deg „m+1g
and „m 2 Min(Sjm).
Proof. We know from Proposition 4.5 that „m 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄. Suppose inductively
that the result is true for Sjn, where m + 1 • n < 0. By choice of a;m + 1 < a •
0;deg „a¡1 = deg„m+1 > deg „a and deg„a¡1 = 1 ¡ (a ¡ 1) ¡ deg „a either by the
inductive hypothesis (if deg„a > deg „0) or by Proposition 5.3 (if deg„a = deg „0). We
now have 2¡ deg „m+1 = a+ deg „a and so
†(„a) = ¡m+ a¡ 1 + deg „a = 1¡m¡ deg „m+1:
If deg„m = deg„m+1, then „m 2 Min(Sjm) and deg„m+1 = deg„m ‚ †(„a) =
1¡m¡ deg „m+1 i.e. deg „m = maxfdeg„m+1; 1¡m¡ deg „m+1g.
If deg„m > deg „m+1, then deg„m = †(„a) = 1 ¡m ¡ deg „m+1; „m 2 Min(Sjm) by
Lemma 5.2 and deg „m = maxfdeg„m+1; 1¡m¡ deg „m+1g. 2
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We can now show that ` 2 Min(0; 1; 1; 2) using the results of this section. We saw
in Example 4.6 that 1 2 Ann(0); X2 2 Ann(0; 1); X2 ¡ X = [X2; 1] 2 Ann(0; 1; 1) and
X2 ¡ X ¡ 1 = [X2 ¡ X; 1] 2 Ann(0; 1; 1; 2). We have just seen that fi(0; 1) = 0, i.e.
if a = fi(0; 1), then „a = „0 = 1. Also, X2 2 Min(0; 1) by Proposition 5.3. Hence by
Proposition 5.5, X2 ¡X = [X2; 1] 2 Min(0; 1; 1). This implies that fi(0; 1; 1) = 0 and so
` = [X2 ¡X; 1] 2 Min(0; 1; 1; 2) by Proposition 5.5.
As noted in Example 2.5, it is easy to check that for any integer k, ` + k(X ¡ 1) 2
Min(1; 1; 2), so that minimal polynomials are not unique in general. On the other hand,
one can show that both X ¡ 1 2 Min(1; 1) and ` 2 Min(1; 1; 2; 3) are unique (up to
a non-zero integer multiplier). We refer the reader to Lemma 8.1 below and to Norton
(1995a, Section 4.3) for some results on Min(Sjm).
6. Polynomial Products of Annihilating and Generating Polynomials
The goal of this section is to express the polynomial product fl(„m; Sjm) recursively.
Proposition 6.2 is also applied in Lemma 8.1 below.
It is clear that fl(r; Sjm) = 0 if r 2 R and fl(X;Sjm) = S0 ¢X, so that
fl(„0; Sj0) =
‰
0 if S0 = 0
S0 ¢X otherwise.
For m < 0; „m is obtained using products of polynomials, so we flrst show how fl(; Sjm)
behaves with respect to products.
6.1. a product formula
Lemma 6.1. (Product Formula) Let d = deg f; e = deg g and ¡ = ¡(Sjm). If d+e •
1¡m and G(X¡1) = P0i=m+e(g ¢ ¡)iXi, then












(g ¢ ¡)iXi = f ¢
0X
i=m




(g ¢ ¡)iXi + f ¢G+ ffl(g; Sjm):
The result now follows since –(f ¢(Pm¡1+ei=m (g¢¡)iXi)) • m¡1+d+e • 0 and –(f ¢G) • d.2
Proposition 6.2. Let deg f + deg g • 1¡m. (i) If g 2 Ann(Sjm), then fl(fg; Sjm) =
ffl(g; Sjm). (ii) If f; g 2 Ann(Sjm), then ffl(g; Sjm) = gfl(f; Sjm).
Proof. (i) The sumG of Lemma 6.1 is zero if either (a)m+deg g > 0 or (b)m+deg g • 0
and (g – Sjm)i = 0 for m + deg g • i • 0. (ii) By part (i), ffl(g; Sjm) = fl(fg; Sjm) =
fl(gf; Sjm) = gfl(f; Sjm).2
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When deg g • ¡m, it will simplify the notation to deflne the sequence g – Sjm: for
deg g • ¡m, we deflne the flnite sequence g – Sjm by
(g – Sjm)i = (g ¢ ¡(Sjm))i for m+ deg g • i • 0:
Thus for deg g • ¡m, g – Sjm has last term (g – S)m+deg g. (As in Proposition 3.1, if
deg f + deg g • ¡m, then (f ¢ g) – Sjm = f – (g – Sjm), but we will not need this.)
We will apply the Product Formula as follows:
Corollary 6.3. If deg f +deg g • ¡m, then fl(fg; Sjm) = ffl(g; Sjm)+fl(f; g –Sjm).
Proof. We have deg g • deg f + deg g • ¡m, so g – Sjm is well-deflned. Now G(X¡1)
of Lemma 6.1 is ¡(g – Sjm) and so Pdi=1(f ¢G)iXi = fl(f; g – Sjm).2
6.2. the inductive step
The reader can easily verify that since deg„n • 1¡n; fl(„n; Sjn) = fl(„n; Sjm) for any
m • n. We can therefore simplify the notation by writing fln for any fl(„n; Sjm) with
m • n.
We are now ready for the case •m+1 = •0:
Proposition 6.4. Let m < 0 and „n, (where m • n • 0) be as in Proposition 5.3. For
•m+1 = •0 and O„m+1 6= 0,
flm =
‰
Sm ¢X if •0 = 0
S0 ¢X¡m¡1flm+1 if •0 = 1.
Proof. For the flrst case, fl(X1¡m; Sjm) = P1¡mk=1 Sk¡1+m ¢ Xk = Sm ¢ X. For the
second, flm = fl(S0 ¢X¡m¡1„m+1 ¡O„m+1; Sjm). Linearity and Corollary 6.3 give
flm = S0 ¢X¡m¡1flm+1 + S0 ¢ fl(X¡m¡1; „m+1 – Sjm)
as O„m+1 2 R and deg„m+1 • 1. The second summand is:
S0 ¢ fl(X¡m¡1; „m+1 – Sjm) = S0 ¢
¡m¡1X
k=1




(„m+1 – S)j ¢Xj¡m¡1:
As („m+1 –S)j = 0 for m+ 1 + deg„m+1 • j • 0 and deg„m+1 = •m+1 = 1, the second
summand is zero and flm = S0 ¢X¡m¡1flm+1, as required.2
In Example 4.2, fl(1) = fl(1; 1) = X;fl(1; 1; 2) = X2. Now for the case •0 < •m+1:
Proposition 6.5. Let m+1 < 0; •0 < •m+1, „n be as in Proposition 5.3 for m • n • 0
and O„m+1 6= 0. If a = fi(Sjm+ 1), then
flm = O„a ¢Xmaxf0;†(„a)¡deg „m+1gflm+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢Xmaxfdeg „m+1¡†(„a);0gfla;
where †(„a) = ¡m+ a¡ 1 + deg „a.
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Proof. We know that
„m = O„a ¢Xmaxf0;†(„a)¡deg „m+1g„m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢Xmaxf–„m+1¡†(„a);0g„a;
so linearity gives flm equal to
O„a ¢ fl(Xmaxf0;†(„a)¡deg „m+1g„m+1; Sjm)¡O„m+1 ¢ fl(Xmaxfdeg „m+1¡†(„a);0g„a; Sjm):
We consider two cases: (i) deg„m+1 ‚ †(„a) and (ii) deg„m+1 • †(„a). Set d =
deg „m+1 ¡ †(„a). In case (i), m + 1 < fi(Sjm + 1) = a by deflnition, and this implies
that d+ deg „a • ¡m. So by Corollary 6.3,
flm = O„a ¢ flm+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢ fl(Xd„a; Sjm)
= O„a ¢ flm+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢Xdfla ¡O„m+1 ¢ fl(Xd; „a – Sjm):




(„a – S)k¡d ¢Xk = ¡O„m+1 ¢
0X
j=1¡d
(„a – S)j ¢Xj+d:
Now 1¡ d = 1¡ deg „m+1 ¡m+ a¡ 1 + deg „a ‚ a+ deg „a since ¡m ‚ deg „m+1 and
„a 2 Ann(Sja) by hypothesis, so the last term is zero and flm is as stated.
In case (ii), deg „a • 1¡ a, which implies that ¡d+ deg „m+1 • ¡m. Then
flm = O„a ¢ fl(X¡d„m+1; Sjm)¡O„m+1 ¢ fla
= O„a ¢X¡dflm+1 +O„a ¢ fl(X¡d„m+1; Sjm)¡O„m+1 ¢ fla




(„m+1 – S)k¡d ¢Xk = O„a ¢
0X
j=1+d
(„m+1 – S)j ¢Xj+d:
Now 1 + d = 1 + deg„m+1 ¡ †(„a) = 1 + deg„m+1 + (m¡ a+ 1¡ deg „a) and as in the
proof of Proposition 5.5, ¡a + 1¡ deg „a = deg„m+1 ¡ 1 = •m+1 ¡ 1 ‚ •0 ‚ 0. Hence
1¡ d ‚ m+ 1 + deg„m+1. Finally, „m+1 2 Ann(Sjm+ 1) and so the middle summand
is zero, and flm is as stated.2
For Example 4.6, we obtain fl(0) = 0 and fl(0; 1) = fl(0; 1; 1) = fl(0; 1; 1; 2) = X.
7. The Minimal Realization Theorem and Algorithm
Our goal in this section is to derive the main result (Theorem 7.3, which combines
Propositions 5.3, 5.5, 6.4 and 6.5) and the associated algorithm.
7.1. the main result
We write „m for („m; flm) 2 R[X]2 with addition and polynomial multiplication by
component. (Readers interested in linear recurrences only can ignore the second compo-
nent.) Recall that „m is a minimal realization (MR) of Sjm. In this case, Proposition
5.1 yields –(„m ¢ ¡(Sjm) ¡ flm) • m ¡ 1 + deg „m, so that if „m is monic, we have the
rational approximation
–(¡(Sjm)¡ flm=„m) • m¡ 1;
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where deg „m is minimal, cf. Sections 2.2, 2.3. Thus X=X;X=(X ¡ 1); X2=(X2 ¡X ¡ 1)
and 0=1; X=X2; X=(X2 ¡X); X=(X2 ¡X ¡ 1) are \minimal rational functions".
Proposition 7.1. Let m + 1 < 0 and „n be an MR for Sjn, where m + 1 • n • 0. If
•0 < •m+1;O„m+1 6= 0; a = fi(Sjm+ 1) and dm+1 = 2•m+1 +m¡ 1, then
(i) „m = O„a ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢X jdm+1j„a
is an MR for Sjm, where „m+1;¡„a and O„m+1;O„a have been interchanged if dm+1 <
0, and with this interchange
(ii) „fi(Sjm) = „a; dm = jdm+1j ¡ 1:
Proof. From Propositions 5.5 and 6.5
„m = O„a ¢Xmaxf0;†(„a)¡deg „m+1g„m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢Xmaxfdeg „m+1¡†(„a);0g„a;
where †(„a) = ¡m + a ¡ 1 + deg „a and a + deg „a = 2 ¡ deg „m+1. Put d = dm+1.
Then †(„a) ¡ deg „m+1 = ¡m + 1 ¡ 2•m+1 = ¡d. Hence maxf0; †(„a) ¡ deg „m+1g =
maxf0;¡dg, maxfdeg „m+1 ¡ †(„a); 0g = maxfd; 0g and
„m =
‰O„a ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢Xd„a if d ‚ 0
O„a ¢X¡d„m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢ „a if d < 0.
If d < 0 and we interchange „m+1 and ¡„a, O„m+1 and O„a, we obtain the right-hand
side as stated:
O„m+1 ¢X¡d(¡„a)¡O„a ¢ (¡„m+1) = O„a ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢X¡d„a:
For the updating, recall that deg„m = maxfdeg„m+1; 1¡m¡deg „m+1g = deg„m+1
ifi deg „m+1 ‚ 1 ¡ m ¡ deg „m+1 ifi d ‚ 0. Thus either (i) d ‚ 0, fi(Sjm) = a and
„fi(Sjm) = „a or (ii) d < 0; deg „m > deg „m+1 (so fi(Sjm) = m + 1) and we have
interchanged „m+1 and „a. Thus „fi(Sjm) = „a, as asserted. Finally,
dm =
‰
2 deg„m+1 +m¡ 2 = d¡ 1 if d ‚ 0
2(1¡m¡ deg „m+1) +m¡ 2 = ¡(2•m+1 +m¡ 1)¡ 1 = ¡d¡ 1 if d < 0.
2
When m < 0 and •m+1 = •0, we require analogues of „fi(Sjm+1) and O„fi(Sjm+1) to
rewrite Propositions 5.3 and 6.4 in the form of Proposition 7.1:
Definition 7.2. If m • 0 and •m = •0, let
(„fi(Sjm);O„fi(Sjm)) =
‰
((0;¡X); 1) if •0 = 0
((1; 0); S0) if •0 = 1.
We can now state the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem 7.3. (cf. Berlekamp, 1968, Section 7.3; Massey, 1969) Let m < 0; „n
be an MR of Sjn for m + 1 • n • 0, O„m+1 6= 0 and dm+1 = 2•m+1 + m ¡ 1. Put
a = fi(Sjm+ 1). Then
(i) O„a ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢X jdj„a
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is an MR of Sjm, where „m+1;¡„a and O„m+1;O„a have been interchanged if dm+1 < 0,
and with this interchange
(ii) „fi(Sjm) = „a; dm = jdm+1j ¡ 1:
Proof. We can assume that •m+1 = •0. Put d = dm+1. Proposition 5.3 gives
d =
‰
m¡ 1 if •0 = 0
m+ 1 if •0 = 1.
When d ‚ 0, d = 0, m = ¡1, •0 = 1, and
O„a ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢Xd„a = S0 ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1(1; 0)
= (S0„m+1 ¡O„m+1; S0flm+1) = „m
from Proposition 5.3. If d < 0 then after interchanging, O„a ¢X¡d„m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢ „a is
1:X1¡m(1; 0)¡ Sm(0;¡X) = (X1¡m; SmX) if •0 = 0 and
S0X
¡1¡m„m+1 ¡O„m+1(1; 0) = (S0X¡1¡m„m+1 ¡O„m+1; S0X¡1¡mflm+1)
if •0 = 1. In either case, we have precisely „m by Propositions 5.3 and 6.4.
We now prove (ii). If d ‚ 0, then m = ¡1;deg „0 = 1 and deg„m = ¡m = deg „0 =
deg „m+1, there is no interchanging and „fi(Sjm) = „a. If d < 0, then „a and „m+1 have
been interchanged. We check that deg„m > deg „m+1 (which will imply that „fi(Sjm) =
„a): if •0 = 0, then deg„m = 1 ¡m > 0 = •0 = •m+1, whereas if •0 = 1, deg„m =
¡m > 1 = •0 = •m+1 since d = m+ 1 < 0.
If d ‚ 0, then dm = 2 deg„m +m¡ 2 = m = jdj ¡ 1, whereas if d < 0,
dm = 2 deg„m +m¡ 2 =
‰
2(1¡m) +m¡ 2 = ¡m = jdj ¡ 1 if •0 = 0
2(¡m) +m¡ 2 = ¡m¡ 2 = jdj ¡ 1 if •0 = 1.2
The proof of Theorem 7.3 now shows why X1¡m was a good choice in Proposition 5.3.
We will see in Proposition 7.5 below that Theorem 7.3 efiectively makes O„a and „a of
Deflnition 7.2 unique.
7.2. algorithm mr
Theorem 7.3 clearly suggests the following algorithm statements when m < 0:
O := Pdeg „m+1i=0 („m+1)i ¢ S(m+deg „m+1)¡i;
if (O 6= 0) f if (dm+1 < 0)fdm+1 := ¡dm+1; swap(„m+1; „0); swap(O;O0); g
„m := O0 ¢ „m+1 ¡O ¢Xdm+1„0;
dm := dm+1 ¡ 1; g:
We have written „0 for „a and O0 for O„a, independently of m, since we need neither the
actual values fi(Sjm + 1), fi(Sjm), nor their provenance (cf. Norton (1995a)). We have
also suppressed the negation in the swap, for if „m is an MR for Sjm, so is ¡„m.
The case O„m+1 = 0 is easily incorporated into these algorithm statements: evidently
we take „m = „m+1. Then •m = •0 or •m > •0 depending on •m+1, •0. Also, dm =
2•m+1 + m ¡ 1 = dm+1 ¡ 1 in this case, so we need only factor out the statement
dm := dm+1 ¡ 1 from the preceding statements.
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At this stage, we could initialize at m = 0 with
„0 =
‰
(1; 0) if S0 = 0
(X;S0X) otherwise.
Remarkably, the algorithm statements yield a „0 when S0 6= 0 if we deflne \„1" by
„1 = (1; 0). For then d1 = 2 deg„1 + m¡ 1 = ¡1, O = S0, we swap (1; 0) and (0;¡X),
S0 and 1, to get „0 := ¡(X;S0X), and d0 = 2 deg„0 + m¡ 2 assumes its correct value
since j ¡ 1j ¡ 1 = 0!
Finally, only the current values of „m+1 and dm+1 are used, so we can suppress their
indices too, giving:
Algorithm MR (cf. Berlekamp, 1968, p. 184; Massey, 1969, p. 124)
Input: m • 0, R an integral domain, S0; : : : ; Sm 2 R.
Output: „, an MR for Sjm.
„ := (1; 0);„0 := (0;¡X);O0 := 1; d := ¡1;
for n := 0 downto m do
f O := Pdeg „i=0 „i ¢ S(n+deg „)¡i; = ⁄ compute O ⁄ =
if (O 6= 0) f if (d < 0) fd := ¡d; swap(„; „0); swap(O;O0); g = ⁄ update „0;O0 ⁄ =
„ := O0 ¢ „¡O ¢Xd„0; g = ⁄ update „ ⁄ =
d := d¡ 1; g = ⁄ update d ⁄ =
return „.
For completeness, we give the values at the end of the iterations for 1,1,2 and 0,1,1,2:
n O„n „0 O0 „n dn
0 1 (1; 0) 1 (¡X;¡X) 0
¡1 1 (1; 0) 1 (¡X + 1;¡X) ¡1
¡2 ¡1 (1¡X;¡X) ¡1 (X2 ¡X ¡ 1; X2) 0
n O„n „0 O0 „n dn
0 0 (0;¡X) 1 (1; 0) ¡2
¡1 1 (1; 0) 1 (¡X2;¡X) 1
¡2 1 (1; 0) 1 (¡X2 +X;¡X) 0
¡3 ¡1 (1; 0) 1 (¡X2 +X + 1;¡X) ¡1
The storage requirements of Algorithm MR are modest:
Proposition 7.4. For m < 0 (i) deg flm+1 • deg „m+1 • ¡m and jdm+1 + 1j • ¡m
and (ii) if •m+1 > •0, then deg „fi(Sjm+1) • ¡m¡ 1.
Proof. The flrst part of (i) is trivial, and since 0 • deg „m+1 • 1 ¡ (m + 1) = ¡m,
m¡ 1 • 2•m+1 +m¡ 1 = dm+1 • 2(¡m) +m¡ 1 = ¡m¡ 1. Part (ii) follows from (i)
and the fact that deg„fi(Sjm+1) < deg „m+1.2
A simple counting argument using Proposition 7.4 shows that Algorithm MR computes
„m in at most (1¡m)(6¡ 5m)=2 R-multiplications (Norton, 1995a, Proposition 4.8). A
precise analysis of Algorithm MR will appear elsewhere.
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Finally, we show that the initialization of Algorithm MR is efiectively unique. Note
flrst that if m < 0; a = fi(Sjm + 1) and „a is as in Deflnition 7.2, then deg„a <
1¡m¡ deg „m+1.
Proposition 7.5. Let m < 0; •m+1 = •0, O„m+1 6= 0 and dm+1 = 2•m+1 + m ¡ 1.
Write a = fi(Sjm + 1) and suppose that „a, Oa are as in Deflnition 7.2 and „m is
constructed as in Theorem 7.3. For O0 2 R⁄, „0 2 R[X]£R[X], put
„0m = O0 ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢X jdm+1j„0;
where „m+1, ¡„0 and O„m+1, O0 have been interchanged if dm+1 < 0. If deg „0 <
1¡m¡ deg „m+1, then „0m = „m ifi („0;O0) = („a;Oa).
Proof. We know from Theorem 7.3 that
„m = Oa ¢ „m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢X jdm+1j„a;
where „m+1; „a and Om+1;Oa have been interchanged if dm+1 < 0.
If •0 = 0, we have „m+1 = (1; 0); dm+1 = m¡ 1 < 0 and deg„0 < 1¡m. So „0m = „m
ifi O0 ¢X1¡m(1; 0)¡O„m+1 ¢„0 = Oa ¢X1¡m(1; 0)¡O„m+1 ¢„a ifi O0 = Oa and „0 = „a.
If •0 = 1, consider flrst the case dm+1 ‚ 0. Here O0 ¢„m+1¡O„m+1 ¢„0 = Oa ¢„m+1¡
O„m+1 ¢ „a where deg„0 < 1 = deg„m+1, so that O0 = Oa and so „0 = „a. If dm+1 < 0,
the hypothesis deg„0 < 1 ¡ m ¡ deg „m+1 = ¡dm+1 + deg„m+1 enables us to equate
leading coe–cients in
O0X¡dm+1„m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢ „0 = OaX¡dm+1„m+1 ¡O„m+1 ¢ „a
so that O0 = Oa, whence „0 = „a.2
8. A Transform Problem Revisited
We solve a transform problem over an arbitrary fleld K using Algorithm MR. This
requires a result on flnite sequences over K (Lemma 8.1), which is of interest in its
own right. When K = GF (q), the transform problem is the decoding problem solved by
Berlekamp’s algorithm, which we brie°y compare with Algorithm MR.
8.1. solution of a transform problem
From now on, R is a fleld K. The following lemma is of independent interest.
Lemma 8.1. (cf. Massey, 1969, Corollary to Theorem 3)
(i) Let f 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄. If f 2 Min(Sjm), then gcd(f; fl(f; Sjm)=X) 2 K⁄. Conversely,
if 2 deg f • 1¡m and gcd(f; fl(f; Sjm)=X) 2 K⁄, then f 2 Min(Sjm).
(ii) If 2•(Sjm) • 1¡m, then Sjm has a unique monic MR.
Proof. (i) Suppose that deg g > 0 and g divides f; fl(f; Sjm)=X. As f 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄,
–(f=g ¢¡(Sjm)¡fl(f; Sjm)=g) • m+deg f¡deg g = m+deg(f=g). Hence by Proposition
2.7, f=g 2 Ann(Sjm)⁄ and deg f is not minimal.
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Conversely, let g 2 Min(Sjm). Then deg g+ deg f • 2 deg f • 1¡m and so by Propo-
sition 6.2(ii), ffl(g; Sjm) = gfl(f; Sjm). Now gcd(f; fl(f; Sjm)=X) 2 K⁄, so f divides g
and therefore deg f • deg g. Hence deg f = deg g and deg f is minimal.
(ii) If f; g 2 Min(Sjm) and deg f + deg g • 1 ¡ m then by Proposition 6.2(ii),
ffl(g; Sjm)=X = gfl(f; Sjm)=X. The flrst paragraph implies that gcd(f; fl(f; Sjm)=X) 2
K⁄ and again, f must divide g. Similarly, g divides f and since f; g are monic, they are
equal. Hence by Proposition 2.7, Sjm has a unique MR.2
We let ordfi denote the order of fi 2 K⁄, deflne the weight of e 2 K[X] to be wt e =
jfi : ei 6= 0gj and adopt the usual convention that
Q
; = 1.
Problem 8.2. Fix b ‚ 0 and fi 2 K⁄. Given Sjm, flnd e 2 K[X] such that Sjm is the
sequence e(fib); : : : ; e(fib¡m) and wt e • minfordfi; (1¡m)=2g.
For flxed b ‚ 0 and fi 2 K⁄, we deflne S(e) 2 Seq(K) by S(e)j = e(fib¡j) for j • 0. If
ordfi <1, then S(e) clearly has period ordfi i.e. Xordfi ¡ 1 2 Ann(S(e)).




































(Xeifibi=(X ¡ fii)) = X!(X)=¾(X):
(ii) This is trivial. (iii) Put F = ¡(S(e))¡¡(S(e)jm) and d = deg ¾, so that –(F ) • m¡1
and –(¾ ¢ F ) • m¡ 1 + d • 0. Then fl(¾; S(e)jm) is
dX
i=1
(¾ ¢ ¡(S(e)jm))iXi =
dX
i=1
(¾ ¢ (¡(S(e))¡ F ))iXi = X! ¡
dX
i=1
(¾ ¢ F )iXi = X!:2
In particular, ¾ 2 Ann(S(e)) µ Ann(S(e)jm) and S(e) is always a linear recurring
sequence. For the next result, we will need the formal derivative ¾0 of ¾, which is quickly




ej 6=0;j 6=i(X ¡ fij).
Theorem 8.4. If wt e • minfordfi; (1 ¡m)=2g then (i) (¾;X!) is an MR of S(e)jm
and (ii) S(e) has a unique monic MR.
Proof. (i) We know that ¾ 2 Ann(S(e)jm) and fl(¾; S(e)jm) = X! from the previ-
ous result. Thus to see that ¾ 2 Min(S(e)jm), we show that gcd(¾; !) = 1 and apply
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Lemma 8.1(i). Evaluation of ! at a root fik of ¾ gives
!(fik) = ekfikb
Y
ej 6=0; j 6=k
(fik ¡ fij) = ekfikb¾0(fik):
Since deg ¾ = wt e • ordfi, ¾ has distinct roots and gcd(¾; ¾0) = 1. In particular, if fik
is a root of ¾, then ¾0(fik) 6= 0. Thus all the terms on the right-hand side of !(fik) are
non-zero, !(fik) 6= 0 and gcd(¾; !) = 1.
(ii) Since ¾ 2 Ann(S(e)jm)⁄, 2•(S(e)jm) • 2 deg ¾ = 2 wt e • 1¡m. Thus by Lemma
8.1(ii), S(e)jm has a unique monic MR. 2
Combining Theorem 8.4 and the results of Section 7 now gives:
Corollary 8.5. Let Sjm = S(e)jm and wt e • minfordfi; (1 ¡ m)=2g as in Problem
8.2. Then (¾;X!) = „(Sjm) is the monic MR of Sjm obtained from Algorithm MR.
Proof. Since S(e)jm = Sjm and S(e)jm has a unique monic MR, so does Sjm i.e.
„(S(e)jm) = „(Sjm). The result now follows from Theorem 8.4.2
The determination of e in Problem 8.2 is thus reduced to factorizing ¾ and evaluating !
in K[X]. (If Sjm is the all-zero sequence, then (¾;X!) = (1; 0) and so e = 0. Otherwise,
if r is a root of ¾ and k = logfi r, then ek 6= 0 and ek = !(r)=(rb¾0(r)).) Finally, since
! = fl(¾; S(e)jm)=X is required here, we may initialize „0 to (0;¡1) (rather than to
(0;¡X)) in Algorithm MR.
8.2. algebraic decoding
Problem 8.2 derives from Algebraic Coding Theory. Here K = GF (q) and gcd(n; q) =
1, so that K has an nth root of unity, fi. We have integers b ‚ 0; d ‚ 3 and a cyclic code
C µ Kn with generator polynomial Qd¡2i=0 (X ¡ fib+i) of designed distance d = 2t+ 1 to
correct up to t symbol errors.
A transmitted codeword c 2 C is received as c + e for some e 2 Kn with wt e • t •
n = ordfi and Sjm is the sequence of 2t = 1 ¡m known syndromes | for background
material and the approach to Problem 8.2 using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm due
to Sugiyama et al. (1975), see MacWilliams and Sloane (1977, Chapter 12).
We remark that in this context, equation (2.5) (with the additional requirement that
deg f be minimal) is an analogue of the \key equation" for BCH and Reed{Solomon
codes.
Thus Algorithm MR can be used for decoding BCH, Reed{Solomon and other codes.
For examples and details, see Norton (1995b) and Norton (1999).
8.3. the original application
Given a t-error correcting BCH code and a codeword corrupted by up to t errors,
Berlekamp’s algorithm will correct (decode) these errors; see loc. cit., \Binary BCH
codes for correcting multiple errors", where minimal degree ensures maximum likelihood
decoding. It also decodes Reed{Solomon codes, errors and erasures, Lee-metric negacyclic
codes (Berlekamp, 1968) and classical Goppa codes (Patterson, 1975).
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We remark that Algorithm MR | like Massey’s algorithm | does not require the
variable B (deflned in Berlekamp, 1968, equation 7.320) used to resolve an ambiguity
(loc. cit. Equations (7.306), (7.307)) which can occur in Berlekamp’s algorithm.
9. Guide to the Notation
In general, we use Roman letters for elements and Greek letters for functions. When
Sjm is an arbitrary flnite sequence, we abbreviate „(Sjm); •(Sjm) etc. to „m; •m etc.
For any set E, E⁄ = E n f0g.
Symbol Meaning
fi(Sjm) See Deflnition 5.4 if •(Sjm) > •(Sj0) and Deflnition 7.2
otherwise.
Ann(Sjm) See Deflnition 3.4.
fl(f; Sjm) Pdeg fi=1 (f ¢ ¡(Sjm))iXi.
fl(Sjn) fl(„(Sjn); Sjm) where m • n.
–(F ) max¡1<i<1fi : Fi 6= 0g if F 6= 0; –(0) = ¡1.
d(Sjm) 2•(Sjm) +m¡ 2.
†(g) See Deflnition 4.4.
f; g; h Polynomials over R.
(f – S)i = (f – Sjm)i (f ¢ ¡(Sjm))i, where m+ deg f • i • 0.
[f; g] See Deflnition 4.4.
F;G;H Laurent series or polynomials over R.
Fi ith coe–cient of F; ¡1 < i <1.
F ;F 0 Fibonacci sequences.
¡(Sjm) P0i=m SiXi.
•(Sjm) Linear complexity of Sjm.
m; n Integers m; n • 0.
Min(Sjm) Set of f in Ann(Sjm) n f0g of minimal degree.
„(Sjm) Minimal polynomial of Sjm.
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„(Sjm) („(Sjm); fl(„(Sjm); Sjm)) 2 R[X]2.
Of (f – S)m+deg f if m+ deg f • 0, otherwise 0.
Sjm Finite sequence fm; : : : ; 0g ! R.
Seq(R) Sequences f: : : ;¡1; 0g ! R.
Erratum
Norton (1995a, Lemma 4.14), where L ‚ 1 and sjL = s0; : : : ; s¡L+1, is incorrectly
stated. It should read as follows:
Lemma 4.14. Let sjL be a sequence over R and either (i) f = 1 or (ii) 1 • i • L ¡ 1
and f 2 Ann(sji). Put fl = fl(f; sjL ¡ 1) and – = –(f ¢ ¡(sjL) ¡ fl). Then either (i)
– • deg f or (ii) – • ¡i+ deg f . If in addition either (i) f 62 Ann(sj0) or (ii) i • L¡ 2
and f 62 Ann(sji+ 1), then either (i) – = deg f or (ii) – = ¡i+ deg f .
The proof is unchanged.
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